[Music playing]

Bill the barman pours a pint. Donald enters pub wearing bright clothes and carrying a pool cue where a group of friends are playing dominoes.

**Man:**

"Whoa! Is it a storm?"

**Woman:**

"It's a tornado!"

**Other man carrying drinks:**

"It's Hurricane Higgins!"

[Laughter]

**Donald:**

"How's it going, boys?"

**Man:**

"I can hardly see my dominoes for the reflection coming off of that suit!"

[Laughter in the bar]

**Bill the barman:**

"The usual, Donald?"

**Donald:**

"Aye, Bill"

Bill gets Donald a drink. Donald picks the pint up from the bar and turns to his friends.

Donald can’t form words properly and his face begins to droop.
Woman:
"Check the coupon lads! What's he been on?"
[Laughter]

Bill the barman:
"You alright mate?"
[Laughter and joking from the group]

Donald’s mouth and eye droop and his speech can’t be understood.

Donald can’t control his arm and drops the glass which smashes and he falls to the floor.

Group of friends:
"Whoa!"
[Laughter]

Man:
"Hey, hey, it looks like he's having a stroke!"
[Laughter]

Bill the barman runs to the phone and begins dialling 999.

Other man:
"What you doing? Calling his agent, aye?"
[Laughter]

Bill the barman:
"No, he is having a stroke! Help him!"
[Laughter stops]

Bill the barman on the phone:
"Yes, can you please send an ambulance. The Red Lion pub in Kilgour Street. Our friend is having a stroke."
The group get up to help Donald.

Narrator:
"A stroke can happen at any time.
Think FAST!

Know the symptoms.
Save a life.
Call 999."

Ambulance crew talking to Donald:
"Hello? Can you hear me?"

The group of friends are sitting round a table:
"Remember, Think FAST!"
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